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For many years ,be it on business or leisure we have travelled all over 
the world and enjoyed the wonderful people, scenery and experiences 
that we have had.

This Book is the second in a series of travel guides that record some of 
the journeys that we have made and our favourite places around the 
world. The first book in the series focussed on the Cote d’Azur in 
Southern France.

For the second in the series I am turning to the Northern part of Ireland. 
The ancient land known as Ulster comprises the Irish Counties of Antrim, 
Armagh, Down, Donegal, Fermanagh, Cavan, Monaghan, Tyrone and 
Londonderry.  The Antrim Coast was the most favourite place for my 
recently deceased Mother in Law, Sadie, so this Volume is dedicated to 
her.

The northern part of Ireland is a beautiful place with great food and 
lovely friendly people. It has spectacular scenery at the coast, in the 
mountains and inland. This book can only provide a small snapshot of 
this lovely land. 

This updated volume covers the Antrim Coast, Northern Donegal and the 
Mourne Mountain areas, but now includes some specific references to 
and tour guidance for a number of locations featured in the very popular 
TV series, The Game of Thrones.

Whilst I have travelled I have indulged my hobby of painting 
watercolours of the places and scenes around us. Some readers will be 
familiar with my blogs at www.brianswatercolours.wordpress.com.

The watercolours are often very quick sketches of the places visited and 
aren’t necessarily as accurate as the photos we all take of our journeys. 
However each one has a little bit of the love of seeing such great places 
and so I hope you will find them both pleasing and interesting. Where 
restaurants are mentioned we have eaten in them and enjoyed the 
experience.

If this area is known to you then I hope it will be a reminder of the 
beauty there. If you have not visited this area before then I urge you to 
do so, you will not be disappointed.

I am always keen to hear any comments that you may have as so do let 
me know at  brian@watercoloursfromphotos.co.uk. 

Anyway I hope you enjoy this 
book and find the routes 
described interesting.

Enjoy your travels, 

Brian Tucker
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Yachts sailing off the Antrim Coast



CHAPTER 1

THE ANTRIM COAST ROAD

Sunset at the Giant’s Causeway



Belfast, the capital of Northern Ireland is a fine city situated at the head 
of Belfast Lough. It provides a good starting point to travel along the 
Antrim Coast Road, known as “The Causeway Coastal Route”. However 
before leaving Belfast be sure to visit the new Titanic Visitor Centre in the 
former shipyard of Harland and Wolff. It is a great attraction and well 
worth the few hours spent there. Today Belfast is large city of over 
500,000 people and comprises nearly half the total population of 
Northern Ireland.

Also make time, if you can, to visit  the fine Queen’s University , the  
Botanic Gardens and the Belfast City Hall. Belfast grew as a city very 
rapidly in the late Victorian era and these buildings are of that time.

Leave Belfast for the Antrim Coast, by the M2 /M5 and then the A2 
towards Carrickfergus. Carrickfergus has a fine castle built by the 
Norman, John De Courcy in the 12th century. This northern area of 
Ireland has been inhabited since Mesolithic times and there are many 
interesting sites and monuments to see all over the area. The oldest site 
so far discovered is at Mount Sandel near Coleraine and dates from 
7000BC.
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Carrickfergus Castle

Sunrise across Belfast Lough from Knockagh



Leaving Carrickfergus continue on the A2 north towards 
Whitehead. Just as you leave Carrickfergus you will find 
the Andrew Jackson house just off the road to the right. 
This is the original home of Andrew Jackson who 
eventually became the 7th President of the United States 
of America. It has an interesting museum in the building 
which dates from the early 18th century. The road will 
then take you through the village of Eden before 
arriving at Whitehead. Turn off to Whitehead and go 
down to the seafront. The coloured houses and hotels 
look out on to Belfast Lough and the County Down coast 
opposite. Whitehead has a steam railway attraction and 
to the north of the town a coastal path provides a 
pleasant walk toward Whitehead lighthouse.
On leaving Whitehead the road leads toward Larne. 
Larne is a busy ferry port  but travel through the town 
and the A2 becomes the Coast Road. This road hugs the 
coast, mostly at sea level for many miles and provides 
many interesting scenes and on a clear day the coast of 
Scotland seem very near indeed. Almost immediately on 
leaving Larne you will pass through the Black Arch, a 
natural tunnel through the cliffs. From here the road 
passes through Drain’s Bay and there the Carnfunnock 
recreation area may provide a good place to break the 
journey. A little further on brings you into Ballygally, a 
delightful beach town with a good hotel based in a very 
old castle. Stop in the town and look back at the profile 
of the hills you have just passed by. The outline of a face 
can be clearly seen.

The Black Arch and Whitehead lighthouse 
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Ballygally Beach, the Castle, now an Hotel, 
and  the “hill face” shown in the detail  insert

BALLYGALLY



BALLYGALLY
Ballygally is just one of a number of nice towns on this coast. In the evening the sunsets over the sea can be lovely. From here the road continues along 
the coast to Glenarm ,with it’s historic walled Castle gardens and tearoom, and then on to Carnlough. Carnlough still has a few fishing boats in the 
harbour and is a popular sailing area.
The road continues by the sea with The Mull of Kintyre in Scotland now seeming very close. Around a few more bends, (there are plenty) and you will 
arrive in Glenariff. Glenariff is at the foot of one of Antrim’s great glens, carved out by the ice ages tens of thousands of years ago. These glens are 
beautifully symmetrical and spectacular. A detour here up into the Glen on the A43  is worthwhile if you have time. Park at the lower Glen where there 
is nice cafe and you can walk up through the glaen and see the lovely waterfalls. Then the B14 road will bring you back down to the coast at 
Cushendall. In Cushendall you will 
find some good restaurants and a 
good all day cafe. From 
Cushendall the road to Cushendun 
travels inland and on the moors 
above the towns take the side 
road to Cushendun. 

Cushendun is a delightful small 
harbour town.
The village was designed in 1912 
and has a small harbour and a 
bridge over the River Dun.

Sunset at Ballygally
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The view from Torr Head back towards Cushendun

On leaving Cushendun now take the smaller road signposted to Torr Head. There are various places to stop on this road to admire the views 
including back towards Cushendun. The road is a bit steep in places but very drivable. Take the road out to the Torr Head car park and walk 
to Torr Head and the cliff edge. The views are well worth the effort. North towards Fair Head and the Rathlin Islands and south to the small 
harbour at the base of the cliff, and Loughan Bay. If you have the time detour down to Murlough Bay and then take the smaller road out to 
Fair Head. Fair Head isa famous rock climbing area but it can be seen well from Ballycastle.
 



Ballycastle
The road from Torr head and Fair Head will now bring you down into Ballycastle. As you approach the town you will see the Clubhouse of Ballycastle Golf 
Club on your right. This course together with the courses at Portrush are very fine links courses and provide a great challenge to all golfers.
Ballycastle is a nice seaside resort, although the water can be chilly!. The long sandy beach looks across to Fair Head, and to Rathlin Island and the Mull of 
Kintyre beyond. Ferries go to Rathlin Island which I believe makes a great day trip. Go into the town and take the road past the harbour up and over the cliffs. 
there are several good stops to look back towards the massive cliffs at Fair Head.
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Fair Head seen from the beach at Ballycastle



As you travel along this elevated coast road you will see  signs 
for Kenbane Head and Castle which is a short but good detour. 
Further along there is the road to Carrick-a-Rede rope bridge. A 
unique rope bridge crosses to a nearby island rock and braver 
visitors can cross the bridge to enjoy the views.
From here the next turn off which is again well worth doing is to 
Ballintoy. Ballintoy is a tiny harbour village with an interesting 
house and a pretty white church. The easy but steep road takes 
you right down into the harbour.
After you leave there the road passes a good lay-by with 
spectacular views across Whitepark Bay to Portbraddan, which 
is nestled below the cliffs. From the road above Whitepark Bay 
the road descends towards the Giant’s Causeway and this is 
definitely something not to be missed. The hexagonal basalt 
columns are quite amazing. A bus will take you to the 
Causeway itself if you don’t want to walk the mile 
from the new and impressive Visitor Centre. Near to 
the visitor centre are bars and restaurants that serve 
tasty food. Take warm clothing if it is not hot day as 
the wind at the Causeway can be cool! After leaving 
the Giants Causeway travel the short distance into the 
small town of Bushmills. Bushmills has the oldest 
distillery in the British Isles and makes famous Irish 
Whiskey. Take the tour and sample the Distiller’s 
Blend Whiskey, which is only sold there, then nip 
down the road to the also famous Bushmill’s Inn to 
dine and maybe stay. 

Whitepark Bay

The Giant’s Causeway



From Bushmills a visit to the pretty seaside 
town of Portballintrae is well worthwhile.
On leaving there take the A2 toward 
Portrush. On the way you will pass Dunluce 
Castle. This ruined castle can be visited and 
is situated right on the cliff edge. Built by 
the McQuillans it dates back to the 15th 
Century and was once the fortress of the 
MacDonnell clan. On leaving the castle 
continue towards Portrush, but stop and 
look back at the profile of Dunluce Castle 
from the road side.
The journey now takes you into Portrush. It 
is still Antrim’s major seaside resort and 
has a very long strand of golden sand and 
is still a place for a day out by the sea. The town can be very busy and so you may wish to continue from here to Portstewart a few miles 
further on where you can park on the sand and enjoy this smaller and quieter resort. From the strand there are extensive views towards 
Mussenden Temple and Barfoot.
Our tour ends here although there is much to see on the coast beyond Portstewart. Portrush and Portstewart have really great golf courses, 
the Irish Open having been held at Royal Portrush Golf Club in recent times.
The return journey can of course be back along the coast where the views will be different and terrific. Alternatively the traveller can take the 
main road via Coleraine and Ballymena back towards Belfast . If you choose the latter divert off and travel up to the parking area on Slemish 
mountain, which is reputedly the first home of Saint Patrick, who worked there as a shepherd. From Slemish there are fine panoramas of the 
surrounding countryside.

I hope this guide will be helpful in visiting this beautiful part of Ireland. 

Dunluce Castle from the Portrush road



A diversion to visit some “Game Of Thrones” locations.
When you are in the Antrim Coast area do take some extra time and visit The Game of Thrones locations.
The Game of Thrones is a very popular TV series and is set in the mythical Province of Westeros many hundreds of years ago. Much of the 
filming of the series has been done in Northern Ireland and there are numerous interesting sites to visit if you are a fan of the programme or 
just interested in how clever film crews are at transforming locations for filming.
I have recently had the pleasure of visiting a few of these places myself and hope to visit many more in the future. This update to my travel 
guide covers just a few of the locations in the Antrim Coast area but future updates will cover more locations across the whole of the Ulster 
Province.
The first location I am going to mention is the Dark Hedges near Armoy. This unusual feature is used in the Game of Thrones as the area 
called the King’s Highway. The Dark Hedges is a beautiful 
avenue of beech trees. It was planted by the Stuart family 
in the eighteenth century and intended as a compelling 
landscape feature to impress visitors as they approached 
the entrance to their Georgian mansion, Gracehill House. 
Today the Dark Hedges remain a fantastic sight and have 
become one of the most photographed natural phenomena 
in Northern Ireland. My painting of them hopefully shows 
some of their grandeur but a visit is the only way to take in 
the intricate shapes of the trees.
To find them take the A44 either from Ballycastle from the 
North or Ballymena from the south. From Armoy take the 
B15 road (Gracehill Road) that goes South West towards 
Ballymoney but after about 2 miles turn right in to Bregagh 
Road. (Bregagh Road does also intersect with the A44.) 
Follow Bregagh Road and after crossing Ballykenver Road 
you will find the Dark Hedges.
Stop and see them from both ends if you can as the view is 
quite amazing.  



Earlier in this Chapter I mentioned Murlough Bay. This beautiful bay is used in The Game of Thrones as the road to Pyke on which Theon Greyjoy 
and his sister Asha ride on horseback, and where Renly and Stannis meet to discuss a resolution to the succession issue in the ‘Garden Of
Bones’ episode, and where Davos Seaworth is shipwrecked after the Battle Of Blackwater Bay. 
Murlough Bay has fine views of Rathlin Island and the Scottish coast and is approached  by turning off the A2 about 3 miles east of Ballycastle 
and following the signs for Murlough. The road has a good viewing point on the hill overlooking the bay but you can drive down at least as far 
as the 19th Century Limekiln and beyond that through a gate to the cottages shown in my painting. The road is very narrow and rough but if you 
don’t want to take the car there the walk is well worth the fine views of Fair Head from the East.
 



Quite nearby is another lovely harbour and game of Thrones location. This is Ballintoy. The tiny harbour offers fine views along the 
coast back toward Murlough Bay and it is easy to feel transported back in time whilst at the little Harbour. There is a fine Church on 
the headlsnd above Ballintoy which commands a great postition above the sea. These 2 paintings show the church and cliffs and the 
view from Ballintoy harbour towards the East.

There are of course many other locations to visit and I hope to include those in a further updates to this book.
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The view from Ballintoy looking East



In the North West corner of 
Ireland is the Ulster Province of 
Donegal.

A beautiful and wild place with 
fabulous coastal scenery, 
mountains and lakes. This exciting 
land has great pubs, food and 
hospitality. Great golf courses and 
seaside resorts.

The beaches are some of the  best 
anywhere, although the Atlantic 
Ocean that washes them is cold. 

Chapter 2
NORTH
DONEGAL
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Donegal
Donegal, home the the famous O’Donnell clan is best approached from Derry or from 
Dublin via Donegal town. This short guide to the northern part of the County of Donegal 
more or less takes an anti clockwise route from Derry and focusses more on the 
Northern part of the area where I have spent more time. This area of Donegal is not 
extensive but travelling around takes time as there is much to stop and see and the 
roads can be windy and fairly narrow.
From Derry the first place to start is on the Inishowen peninsula at Buncrana. This 
famous seaside resort is still a popular destination at holiday times but the whole 
peninsula is full of great scenery. At the North end is Malin Head, the most northerly 
point in all Ireland.
To the East of the peninsula there is the small seaside town of Moville.

Returning to Burnfoot at the base of the Inishowen Peninsula leads to the main road to 
Letterkenny. On his road the, N13, turn off left at Burt, for Carrownamaddy and follow 
the roads up to Grianan of Aileach, a Hill Fort dating back to the 5th Cenury. What you 

see there dates from the 5th to the 12th century but the 
area has been occupied since the Bronze and Iron ages. It 
is an amazing construction and affords wonderful views 
across to the northern part of Donegal. From here it is a 
good idea to head up to Portsalon and ultimately towards 
Fanad Head and Lighthouse. Portsalon has a lovely sandy 
beach, Ballymacstocker Bay, 
and I am told a nice golf 
course that serves good food.  
The roads up to Fanad are 
quite narrow but it is not a 
difficult drive as the roads are 
usually very quiet. 

                        The Lighthouse at Fanad Head. Cottages on the Inishowen Peninsula



From Dunfanaghy take the westerly road and head toward Bunbeg 
and Derrybeg. After you leave Dunfanaghy you will see Muckish 
Mountain to your left, and further south is Mount Errigal, the 
highest mountain in Donegal. The road from Gweedore to Dunlewy 
takes you close to it and the lough nearby. If you can take the 

R257 and turn off to go to The Bloody Foreland named for it’s 
glorious sunsets which are often seen. The road will bring you into 
Derrybeg and then Bunbeg. Descend down to the strand where 
there is interesting views of the hills and big beaches. From 
Bunbeg the road then takes you further south to the southern part 
of the County. Our tour ends here but if you are travelling East 
from here the rand from Dungloe to Ballybofey will provide fine 
scenery, loughs and mountains and bring into the very busy town 
of Ballybofey. Plenty to do there and good shops as well as bars 

and restaurants.
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From Fanad Head take the road to the new 
Mulroy bridge that now joins the Fanad 
peninsula to the Rossguil peninsula and 
take the road to the right towards Na 
Dunaibh, or Downies, or even sometimes 
Downings. Downies is a small but at times 
quite busy seaside resort with another 
great golf course and bars and restaurants. 
There is a good circular tour from here 
around the head of the peninsula with 
some spectacular views or the sea and 
cliffs and the bays beneath them 
From some places the view towards Horn 
Head and Tory island can be seen. 
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From the Rossguil peninsula there are good views of the 
Dunfanaghy peninsula and Horn Head and as seen here the 
sunsets can be very spectacular. Someway off the northern 
coast is Tory island, also known as just Tory or by it’s Irish 
name of Toraigh. It is famous for it’s historic and mythical sites 
and a passenger ferry crosses from either Bunbeg or 
Magheroarty. The island is home to a community of artists and 
has it’s own Art Gallery, “The Dixon”and it has it’s own 
“King”.  
Returning back down the Rosguil peninsula head South West 
towards Doe Castle. On the way pause and go onto the beach 
at Rosapenna. The sand stretches for miles at low tide and is 
lovely place to walk and enjoy the shoreline.

Hornhead at Sunset.                         Tory Island.

The Strand at Rosapenna beach with Muckish Mountain in 
the background



From Rosapenna take the R245 road toward Doe 
Castle,  but if you have time divert off this road to the 
left up towards The Salt lake. The road will take you up 
over the hills to a beautiful area with the lake and fine 
views back down to Downies and across to the south. If 
you do take this route stay on the road until you come 
to the main Letterkenny road and then head north again 
and turn off at Glenveagh National park. This wonderful 
park with its castle is well worth the time you will spend 
there. It is open all year and has a Castle, great vistas 
and a Visitor centre and restaurant. It is really a day out 
in itself, or maybe more.
One way or another do finish up at Lakagh bridge and 
then cross it towards Doe Castle, near to Creeslough. 
which dates from the early 16th Century. Stop there and 
walk through the castle grounds to the shoreline with 
fine views back to the Rosguil peninsula. Nearby is the 
Friary at Ards.  Visitors can stop here and enjoy the 
walks, shoreline and cafe with some fine cakes!
Leaving here the road will take you up to Dunfanaghy.
Dunfanaghy is bustling small town with beaches nearby, 
Knockduff and Marblehill. It is possible to go through 
the town and take the road to Horn Head, single track 
at times and then a good walk to the Head itself. 
However the views are magnificent.

Lackagh Bridge and Doe Castle



THE MOURNE MOUNTAINS 
CHAPTER THREE



Travelling South East  from Belfast will take you towards the Mountains of Mourne .
The journey through County Down shows a different side to the geography of Ulster. County Down is much “softer” than both Antrim and 
Donegal. It has many small fields, hills and drumlins and is a highly cultivated area of the region. To the east is the beautiful Strangford Lough 
and to the West the largest inland body of water in the British Isles, Lough Neagh. Some more about these areas another time. This Chapter 
takes us to the South East and the Mountains of Mourne, and the bay of Dundrum.
The main road from Belfast will 
br ing you s t raight down to 
Ballynahinch and Clough before 
arriving at Dundrum. However 
there are several alternate routes. 
The longest and a pretty one is to 
go right down the Ards peninsula 
to Portaferry and cross there by 
the very quick car ferry to 
Strangford. Then follow the coast 
road south to Ardglass and on to 
Dundrum. If you choose this route 
stop for fish and chips at the 
Quays Seafood Restaurant in the 
small fishing port of Portavogie.
Another route is to use the A22 or 
A7 and travel via Downpatrick. 
Downpatrick has a nice historical 
feel with a Cathedral, heritage 
railway and a St Patrick’s visitor 
centre below the reputed site of his 
burial. After Downpatrick head to 
Clough and thence to Dundrum.



Dundrum is a small town with some good restaurants and places to stay. I like eating at The Buck’s Head Inn where I enjoyed the local scampi.
Dundrum has a very interesting castle which is worth exploring. Recently a very large Lime kiln has been discovered there, maybe dating from 
the 12th Century. From the castle there are fine views over Dundrum Bay. You may want to retrace your journey a little to Ardilea where the 
views towards to the Mournes is excellent.
On leaving Dundrum take an exit in a short while to Murlough Nature reserve. There you can walk to the shore for good views of the Mourne 
Mountains across the bay, with the town of Newcastle nestled beneath the mountains.
From Dundrum the road now takes you into Newcastle.
This is a stylish seaside town with a nice promenade and great views of Slieve Donard behind the town.
Just at the beginning of the town is The Slieve Donard Hotel and nearby the entrance to Royal County Down Golf Club. This is one of the finest 
links golf courses in the world, especially if the wind blows! Newcastle has many places to eat and take refreshments.
Just outside the town at the foothills of the Mournes is Tollymore Forest park.This beautiful area is well signposted with short and long walks 
amongst the trees and lower hills of the mountains. With paths by the Shimna river the park is delightful place to spend a warm afternoon.
There are many ways to enter the Mourne Mountains but a good route is to follow the coast road south to Annalong, a pretty harbour town 
beneath the mountains. From there travel on to Kilkeel, another busy harbour town and then take the B27 which heads up into the Mournes with 
great views as you go along. A turn off will take you to the Silent Valley reservoir which supplies a lot of water to towns and cities in Northern 
Ireland. The Silent Valley is well worth exploring.  Returning to the B27 the road continues across the Mourne mountains passing the Spelga Dam 
and reservoir. I am told this is nowadays a popular fishing area. From here follow the road down to Hilltown.

The view across to the 
Mournes from near to 
Hilltown



Two roadside views of farms 
in the Mourne Mountains

Hilltown, named after the 
Hill family, rather than it’s 
hilly situation, is a nice small 
town with many public 
houses in the main street. 
Nearby on the Bryansford 
road, about a mile out of 
the town, is the large 
Goward Dolmen, a huge 
neolithic portal tomb. The 
road to Bryansford and 
Castlewellan also enables a 
visit to the Castewellan 
Forest park where a large 
peace maze has been 
constructed. If you find your 
way out this tour ends here 
and the main road either to 
Belfast or South to Dublin 
can be reached on the 
A50.

I hope this short description 
helps in any journey there 
you may take, if you do you 
will love the wonderful 
scenery of this mountainous 
area.
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